In over 22 years, the Leadership for Sustainable Development Program (LSDP) has proven to be the most enduring Leadership, Sustainability, and Entrepreneurship competency building program, that caters to those business functional skills which the formal learning/knowledge centres and other leadership programs do not emphasize.

In all, the LEAD Program ranks as the best on all scores from popular research and scoping of major global leadership and sustainable development programs including topmost International and Ivy League institutions.

LEAD-Anglophone West Africa (LEAD-AWA), a Rockefeller Foundation initiative, established 22 years ago, is a Member Program of LEAD International; a U.K based global charity, with a fast growing network of professional leaders around 80 countries.

LEAD-AWA is hosted by the Foundation for Environmental Development and Education in Nigeria, (FEDEN).

WHAT LEAD FELLOWS SAY

As the only Leadership Program with a sustainability curriculum, the LEAD Program has been adjudged the most effective, internationally acclaimed initiative, having produced over 3000 EXCEPTIONAL LEAD Fellows worldwide, from all sectors and disciplines, who say that it is the ONLY global initiative that offers practical project management labs, and build a rich blend of skills. They say the LEAD approach has been proven to repeatedly guarantee:

- ACCELERATED careers and promotions into leadership positions, with unique broadly-based skill sets, and experiences.
- Setting them APART as finest talents in Business, Finance, Oil & Gas, Health, Telecommunications, Government, Media & Comm., NGOs, and Academia etc.
- Inspired BREAKTHROUGH action-research, innovative industry solutions, landmark policy changes and outstanding development initiatives in Nigeria and around the globe.
- Know-how on mainstreaming sustainability into all spheres of policies, business decisions, operations and processes.

EVIDENCE: Raised great LEAD Fellows including Hon. Ministers, Mayors, Members of Parliament, Hon. Ministers, Heads of Corporations, MDAs, University Vice-Chancellors, and some of the outstanding leaders of NGOs, Editors, Producers, and scientists of global repute.

APPROACH

Adopts the most effective internationally acclaimed leadership curriculum with a sustainability component, involving:

- Field trips
- Action learning tours
- Community engagements in solving real life problems
- Group Projects (LEAD Associate Project - LAP)

All designed to proffer solutions to real life community problems, and with possibilities for economic gains in the social entrepreneurship models.
**MODULES & DELIVERABLES**

- How Effective Leaders Lead to produce results
- Becoming an Intra-corporate Entrepreneur
- Applying Systems Thinking as a leadership & Management tool for problem solving & Innovation
- Project Design & Management
- Providing Corporate Shared Value to Stakeholders
- Business Principles & Ethical Decision making
- Forging Team Alliances & Team Working
- High Impact Communication: Getting your message across
- Negotiating with, and engaging Stakeholders for Win-Win
- Overview of Sustainability: Practice, Challenges & Application
- Mainstreaming Sustainability into organisation
- Sustainability models from Banking & Finance, Oil & Gas, Power, Agric. & IT.
- Accessing Opportunities in Climate Change, Sustainability funds & Sustainability Financing
- The Niger Delta case study in sustainability
- Field Trips & Group community projects

**THE OFFER**

A well-paced program with two (2) offerings:

**A. THE GLOBAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM:**
Proven flagship for accelerating careers, delivered in 3 well-spaced sessions of 5-days each - on and off the class, spread over 12months, leading to certification and admission into the prestigious global network of LEAD Fellows. It covers:

**FIELD TRIPS/ACTION LEARNING TOUR:** A vital component which provides opportunity to integrate newly acquired skills with training and experience, in contemporary real-issues

**GROUP PROJECTS:** The LEAD Associate Project (LAP) allows demonstration of practical change by providing a laboratory for easy skills transfer, socio economic change and inclusion of communities.

**BENEFITS**
- Opt for the Flagship package and graduate as a LEAD Fellow
- Admittance into a vibrant life-long network of over 3000 influential professionals in all disciplines and sectors
- Opportunity to attend one of LEAD international session with visa facilitation (Extra Charges Required)

**B. THE CUSTOMIZABLE ASSOCIATE PROGRAM**

A flexi plan, customized to allow you complete the Global Fellowship Program at your pace, in modular sequences while receiving credits and certification towards the Fellowship

**BENEFITS**
- The Flexi Program offers options in all the 3 sessions of the Global Fellowship Program, customizable to the user’s needs.
- Opportunity to move at ones pace
- Transferable credit towards Fellowship

**FEE:**
Appropriate fees apply. Request for Full detail in information packet. Send full resume to outreach@lead-awa.org quoting ‘LSDP Cohort 19’ request for Information Packet.

---

**TIME-CONRAINED PROFESSIONALS incl. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS, POLICY/DECISION MAKERS, INDUSTRY CHAMPIONS, PROJECT MANAGERS, PROFESSIONALS IN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, OIL & GAS, MEDIA, ACADEMIA, AND OTHERS WHO WISH TO BROADEN, AND DIVERSIFY THEIR SKILLS, CAREER, EXPERIENCE AND MARKET NET WORTH TO BECOME INNOVATIVE CHANGE CHAMPIONS AND SUSTAINABILITY LEADERS.**

---

“For a result of my LEAD training, I was able to initiate a Young Leadership Green Club which have a vision to raise environmentally informed young leaders. The Green Club has been influencing young people through environmental information for sustainable development in the country”

Mrs Inobong Abiola Awe: Environmental Scientist & Head Climate Change Unit, Federal Ministry of Environment Nigeria.

---

For more information contact:
The Regional Program Director
Email: outreach@lead-awa.org
Tel: 07042687224
Visit: www.lead-awa.org

Follow us on:
facebook.com/LEADAwa
twitter.com/LEADAwa